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DESCRIPTION:

Walter Leo Hildburgh, 1875-1955, trained as an electrical engineer (Columbia, E.E. '97, A.M. '98, PhD 1900) apparently devoted much of his life to art collecting and art philanthropy. This collection, representing his student days at Columbia University, contains student records, class memorabilia, notebooks of electrical engineering experiments, projects, and research for his Bachelor's and Master's Theses.
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Box 1
Clubs, organizations
Columbia University - Memorabilia
Student records
Bachelor's thesis (includes typescript, holograph draft and notes)
Master's thesis (includes typescript and notes)
Personal account books
Photographs

Box 2
"Design for dynamo" (5 notebooks, 1897-98)
Experiments - notes
Mining notes (3 volumes)
Notebook ("Original invention in telegraphy etc.")
Notebooks of experiments (4 volumes)
Notebook of experiments in the Mechanical and Electrical Labs

Box 3
Notes (7 folders)
Miscellaneous
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